INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a fully dynamic graph algorithm for maintaining the transitive closure of a directed graph. A fully dynamic graph algorithm is a data structure for a graph which implements an on-line sequence of update operations that insert and delete edges in the graph, and answers queries about a given property of the graph. A dynamic algorithm should process queries quickly, and must perform update operations faster than computing the graph property from scratch (as performed by the fastest \static" algorithm). A graph algorithm is said to be partially dynamic if it allows only insertions or only deletions.
Researchers have been studying dynamic graph problems for over twenty years. The study of dynamic graph problems on undirected graphs has met with much success, for a number of graph properties. For a survey of the earlier work, see 5] . For more recent work, see 8, 7, 9] . Directed graph problems have proven to be much tougher and very little is known, especially for fully dynamic graph algorithms. Yet maintaining the transitive closure of a changing directed graph is 1 Work partially done at the University of Copenhagen and Hebrew University. 2 Work partially done at the University of Copenhagen. 1 a fundamental problem, with applications to such areas as compilers, data bases, and garbage collection. This paper o ers a breakthrough in the area of fully dynamic algorithms for directed graphs, using a surprisingly simple technique. The algorithm presented here is the rst to process reachability queries quickly, indeed, to maintain the adjacency matrix of the transitive closure after each update, while assuming no lookahead, i.e., no knowledge about future updates. Unlike other dynamic graph algorithms, in one update operation, it can insert an arbitrary set of edges incident to a common vertex (in acyclic graphs, or graphs with strongly connected components containing less than n 2:26 vertices) and delete an arbitrary set of edges incident to a common vertex (in general graphs). In addition, unlike other algorithms, in acyclic graphs, it can answer sensitivity queries of the form \Is there a path from i to j not containing edge e?" in O(1) time.
Let jSCCj denote the number of vertices in the largest strongly connected component in the graph, and let E v denote an arbitrary set of edges incident to a common vertex v. For graphs containing n vertices, our results are as follows:
1. For acyclic graphs: Update: Insert or delete an edge set E v in O(n 2 ) worst case time. Reachability query: \Can vertex i reach vertex j?" in O(1) time. Sensitivity query: \Is there a path from i to j not containing edge e?" in O(1) time. ) amortized time. Reachability query: \Can vertex i reach vertex j?" in O(1) time. Algorithm (3.) uses a subroutine which computes the product of two rectangular matrices. Our update time depends on the method by which the product is computed. If square matrix multiplication is used, the amortized cost of executing updates on a graph is O(n 2+ !?2 !?1 ), where n ! is the cost of multiplying two n n matrices. Note that as long as ! > 2, the cost per update is less than the cost of multiplying two n n matrices. For ! = 3 (simple matrix multiplication), the update time is O(n ). These update times are improved if the graph is sparse. For m < n 1:54 , an improved update time is given by O(n 1:5+log m=2 log n ). More improvements are possible if the size of the transitive closure is o(n 2 ). For acyclic graphs, and graphs with small strongly connected components, initialization requires the insertion of the edges incident to each vertex into the data structure, for total costs of O(n 3 ) and O(n 3+" ) respectively.
For general graphs, some of the costs for processing the initial graph may be incurred after the start of the sequence of update operations. The total cost of the initialization procedure is O(n 2:26 n lg n), which when amortized over a update sequence of length (n lg n), costs O(n 2:26 ) per update. We assume a unit cost RAM model with wordsize O(log n). The algorithm is randomized and has a one-sided error. If the answer to a reachability query is \yes", then the answer is always correct. If the answer is \no", then it is incorrect with probability O(1=n c ), for any xed constant c. That is, there is a small chance a path u ; v may exist if the answer to the query \Is there a path from u to v?" is negative. The randomization is used only to reduce wordsize. If wordsize n is permitted, or all paths in the graph are of constant length, then the algorithm becomes deterministic.
Related work
There are only two previously known fully dynamic reachability algorithms for directed graphs, even for the restricted class of acyclic graphs. Both of the algorithms permit only a single edge insertion or deletion in a given update. Neither gives improved running times for the special case of acyclic graphs, nor do they provide sensitivity queries.
It can be argued that the most recent algorithm, by Khanna, Motwani and Wilson (1996) 14], is not a fully dynamic algorithm in that it assumes some knowledge of future update operations at the time of each update. This algorithm uses matrix multiplication as a subroutine. If fast matrix multiplication 2] is used (i.e. ! = 2:38), then the amortized cost of an update is O(n 2:18 ). However, a lookahead of (n :18 ) updates is required. This algorithm is deterministic, but depends heavily on the use of lookahead information.
The other by Henzinger and King (1995) 7] also uses matrix multiplication as a subroutine. This algorithm has an amortized update time ofÕ(nm ) if fast square matrix multiplication 2] is used. However, a cost as high as (n= log n) may be incurred for each reachability query. Consequently, the adjacency matrix of the transitive closure cannot be updated with each update to the graph. While this algorithm is also randomized with a one-sided error, its techniques are quite di erent from the algorithm presented here.
Other related work includes partially dynamic algorithms. The best result for updates allowing edge insertions only is O(n) amortized time per inserted edge, and O (1) The only known lower bound is that for undirected reachability. The lower bound of (log n= loglogn) per update 6] has almost been matched by the upper bound for undirected reachability. Khanna, Motwani and Wilson 14] give some evidence to suggest that dynamic graph problems on directed graphs are intrinsically harder. They show that the certi cate complexity of reachability and other directed graph problems is (n 2 ), as opposed to (n) for undirected graphs. This implies that sparsi cation, a technique for speeding up undirected graphs algorithms, is not applicable to directed graph problems.
DEFINITIONS
The following de nitions are used throughout the entire paper. Other de nitions are introduced as needed. A dynamic graph algorithm is a graph algorithm which maintains a graph property during a sequence of graph updates. We consider updates of the form:
The graph property we are interested in is the transitive closure matrix M G . Definition 2.6. During the sequence of updates, queries about the graph property can be made. We consider queries of the form: reachability: \Can vertex i reach vertex j?" and sensitivity: \Is there a path from i to j not containing edge e?" Definition 2.7. A unit cost RAM with wordsize x is a machine which can process each arithmetic operation in O(1) time using a wordsize x.
ACYCLIC GRAPHS
For now, let us assume we are working with a unit cost RAM with wordsize n. In Section 3.4 we show how to reduce wordsize using a randomization technique.
The following algorithm makes use of a very simple idea. We maintain Paths(i; j)
to be equal to the number of distinct directed paths i ; j in the current graph, It is not much more di cult to insert or delete a set of edges incident to a common vertex, as illustrated by Figure 2 and the following lemma. 
Extensions to Multigraphs and Vertex Insertions and Deletions
It is not di cult to see that this algorithm also works for multigraphs, i.e., graphs with more than one edge between a pair of vertices. In this case, we view each instance of an edge as a distinct path between its endpoints. 
Reducing wordsize
The algorithm as stated above may produce numbers as large as 2 n , as there may be 2 n distinct paths in an acyclic graph (without multiple edges). If we are to assume that arithmetic operations can be done in unit time, then it is usual to assume a wordsize of O(logn) 18].
To reduce the wordsize to 2c lg n, for c 5, the algorithm begins by randomly picking a prime p of value between n c and n c+1 . All operations (additions, subtractions, multiplications) are performed modulo p and can be done in constant time with wordsize 2c lgn. As the number of computations involving a particular prime increases, so do the chances of getting a \false zero", i.e., the result of some computation may equal 0 mod p with wordsize 2c lgn when the result is not equal to 0 when computed with wordsize n. To keep the probability of false zeroes low, the algorithm chooses a new prime every n update operations and reinitializes the data structures. To preserve O(n 2 ) worst case time, the steps of reinitialization with a new prime may be interleaved with the operations involving the current prime.
We observe the following:
Lemma 3.3. If O(n k ) arithmetic computations involving numbers of value 2 n are performed modulo a random prime p of value (n c ), then the probability of a false zero arising is O(1=n c?k?1 ).
Proof. There are O(n= logn) prime divisors of value (n c ) which divide a number of value 2 n , and therefore O(n k+1 = log n) prime divisors of any of the numbers generated. By the Prime Number Theorem, see 3], there are approximately (n c = logn) primes of value (n c ). Hence the probability that a random prime of value (n c ) divides any of the numbers generated is O(1=n c?k?1 ). In particular, for the algorithms just shown, = 0. For the remainder of the paper, we assume all operations are done modulo a random prime.
GRAPHS WITH SMALL STRONGLY CONNECTED COMPONENTS
In this section we describe a fully dynamic transitive closure algorithm which works quickly when the strongly connected components in the graph are small. In Section 5 we show how to deal with big strongly connected components.
The idea is to represent each strongly connected component in the original graph G by a single \super" vertex in the compressed graph G c . We use the acyclic algorithm from Section 3.1 to maintain the transitive closure M G c for G c , which is acyclic. When a strongly connected component in G splits into smaller pieces due to a deletion, we \expand" the corresponding super vertex in G c . As a convention, we use lowercase letters to denote vertices in V and uppercase letters to denote vertices in V c . We formalize these ideas: 
Update Procedures
The update routines maintain representations of the original graph G, and the compressed graph G c . for all i = 1; : : :; k do 8 . Let E Ci be the set of edges in E c with at least one endpoint in C i . 9.
Delete Acyclic(E Ci ; G c ) to remove these edges from G c .
10.
Remove C i from V c .
11.
Add a vertex labeled c(v) to V c .
12.
Let E C be the set of edges in E with one endpoint in C. To initialize the data structures, we simply insert the outgoing edges E v incident to each vertex v using Insert Small(E v ; G).
Analysis
The cost of the algorithms is dominated by the calls to Insert Acyclic and Delete Acyclic, each of which cost O(n ).
GENERAL GRAPHS
The main idea is to maintain a graph G 0 = (V; E 0 ) such that G 0 contains no big strongly connected components (see Figure 5 ). The edge set E 0 E contains all edges between vertices which are not both in the same big component, and possibly other edges. This property ensures that there is a path from i to j in G 0 if there is a path from i to j in G which does not include any intermediate vertices contained in big strongly connected components. Then a path in G can be described by a concatenation of paths in G 0 , where two such paths are joined if and only if the end of the rst is contained in the same big component as the start of the second. The transitive closure of G 0 is maintained using the Insert Small and Delete Small routines of the previous section. After each update, paths in G 0 are concatenated as described to determine all paths of G.
Initially, E 0 contains only edges of E whose endpoints are not both contained in the same big component. An edge in E n E 0 is added to E 0 if and when both its endpoints cease to be in the same big component. Once an edge is added to E 0 , it is not removed unless it is deleted from G. If a big component forms again due to an edge insertion, only the newly inserted edge which causes the big component to form is omitted from E 0 .
De nitions
Definition 5.1. A strongly connected component is big if it contains more than n " vertices. 
5.
Generate Matrices(V B )
6. else Mark (u; v).
Generate Matrices(V B )
The Delete routine in Algorithm 7 calls Delete Small to delete edges between small components in G 0 . It then nds the set E insert of marked edges
Analysis
To proceed with the analysis, we observe that the edges in the current graph can be partitioned into three subsets.
The set of unmarked edges. These edges were inserted into G 0 at some point when their endpoints were not in the same big component. The cost of inserting these edges into G 0 has already been realized.
The set of marked initial edges which were inserted into G by the Initialize routine. These edges have not yet been inserted into G 0 . The cost of inserting marked initial edges into G 0 is charged to the Initialize routine. An initial edge which is deleted and then reinserted becomes a non-initial edge.
The set of marked non-initial edges which were inserted into G by the Insert routine after initialization. These edges have not yet been inserted into G 0 . The cost of inserting a marked non-initial edge (u; v) into G 0 is charged to Insert(u; v) .
We use an amortized analysis. We rst establish the cost of each subroutine on a graph with m edges and n vertices, and then use these costs to determine how much the Insert, Delete, and Initialize routines must be charged to maintain a non-negative balance.
Let The variable q is an integer, and is a small real value, typically between 0.005 and 0.05. These values are chosen such that the equation is minimized. To use square matrix multiplication instead, we observe that multiplying an n k matrix by a k n matrix can be done with (n=k) ). Matrix multiplication is not necessary if the graph is sparse. Every pair of vertices joined by a path which runs through some B i can be found by using one depth-rst search to determine all vertices which can reach big component B i , and another depth-rst search to determine all vertices which can be reached by B i . To do this for each B i costs O(m) per B i , or O(mn 1?" ). We now determine how much each update routine must be charged to maintain a non-negative balance. Proof. We recursively de ne a set of equivalence classes C 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C k at step t (i.e. after t updates) on the vertex set of the current graph. At step 0 (i.e. at initialization), we de ne x y i x and y are in the same big strongly connected component. At step t, we de ne x y i x y at step t ? 1, and x and y are contained in a big strongly connected component. Note that if (x; y) is a marked initial edge in the current graph, then x y. Without loss of generality, the equivalence classes form a partially ordered set, where jC i j jC i+1 j. We observe that marked initial edges in E insert are inserted into G 0 only when an equivalence class C splits into smaller equivalence classes C 0 1 ; C 0 2 ; : : :; C 0 k . We also observe that each marked initial edge to be inserted has its endpoints in di erent members of fC 0 1 ; C 0 2 ; : : :; C 0 k g. These edges can be inserted using the vertices in C 0 2 ; : : :; C 0 k as a vertex cover, at a cost proportional to jC 0 2 j + : : : + jC 0 k j. That is, when an equivalence class C splits into C 0 1 ; C 0 2 ; : : :; C 0 k , we charge the vertices in the smaller resulting equivalence classes for the insertions. After a number of steps, it may be the case that each equivalence class contains exactly one vertex. At this point there are no more marked initial edges in the graph. Now each vertex v can be charged at most dlog 2 ne times for inserting marked initial edges, because the equivalence class containing v decreases in size by a factor of at least 2 each time v is charged. We also know that after each split, the Delete routine uses a vertex cover which is no larger than twice the size of the optimal vertex cover for inserting the marked edges 3]. Using the optimal vertex cover to insert the marked edges can be no less e cient than using the set of vertices in the smaller equivalence classes, so it follows that no more than 2ndlog 2 ne calls to Insert Small are made for the purpose of inserting marked initial edges into G 0 . Lemma 5.4 ) must be minimized. Setting " = log(m=n)=2 log n yields a sum of O(n 2+log(m=n)=2 log n ). If m < n 1:54 , the charge per update is less than O(n 1:5+log m=2 log n ) in this case.
